Aiming at developing a methodology for constructing continuous-time chaotic dynamical systems as flexible pattern generators, this paper discusses a strategy for binding desired unstable periodic orbits into a chaotic attractor. The strategy is comprised of the following two stages: constructing an interim "chaos-generating template", and deforming the template according to the specifically desired orbits.
INTRODUCTION
Chaos is a fascinating phenomenon arising from nonlinearities in dynamical systems, and investigations on its applications to intelligent and flexible systems have appeared in many fields. An important aspect of chaos is that chaotic attractors embed or "host" an infinite number of unstable periodic orbits (UPO's) bifurcated from prechaotic states (Ott, 2002) . Among them, some distinctive orbits can be used for characterization or control purposes. For example, a variety of chaos control methods (Ott et al., 1990; Pyragas, 1992; Zhang et al., 2009) can stabilize UPO's embedded in chaotic attractors, enlarging the operation range and/or enhancing the functionality of the system.
In more recent years, the synthesis of chaos from various approaches (Chen and Ueta, 2002; Zelinka et al., 2008; Muñoz-Pacheco and Tlelo-Cuautle, 2009 ) has been an active direction of research along the line of exploiting chaos. Primary concerns of these efforts include statistical and topological characteristics (e.g., invariant measure, Lyapunov spectrum, novel scrolling behaviors) that would be important in designing chaos-based information processing and communication applications.
While the present study share some common motivation with the above-mentioned studies, we have put more focus on the geometrical shape and dynamical properties of UPO's themselves from the viewpoint of the adaptive generation of periodic behaviors. Here our intention lies in extending the functionality of (stable) periodic pattern generators based on function approximation of vector fields, e.g., polynomial approximation (Okada and Nakamura, 2002) and neural network learning (Kuroe and Miura, 2006) .
In this paper, we consider continuous-time chaotic attractors as a container of UPO's (patterns) where they can be stabilized, entrained, or targeted by external inputs into the dynamical system. In what follows, we propose a design strategy for binding desired UPO's into a chaotic attractor governed by a polynomial vector field. The strategy is comprised of the following two stages: constructing an interim "chaos-generating template", and deforming the template according to the specifically desired orbits.
POLYNOMIAL VECTOR FIELDS
We consider polynomial dynamical systems of the forṁ
Here, denotes the maximum degree of the polynomials, and the matrix Φ is comprised of the coefficients a (p1p2···pN ) of the polynomials. For example, with 3rd-order polynomials, the first element of a two-dimensional vector field is represented as
In our design process of the dynamical system, the coefficients are obtained by least-square fitting. To this end, we set up target vectors f (η i ) (i = 1, 2, · · · , L) at design points η i on and in the vicinity of the target orbits, and construct matrices
With these matrices, the least-square solution for Φ is given by Design of stable periodic orbits using the above formulation and its applications to robotics can be found in (Okada and Nakamura, 2002) .
CHAOS-GENERATING TEMPLATES
When we consider accommodating multiple UPO's that largely overlap in the state space of a single dynamical system, haphazard approaches to placing unstable and stable manifolds can easily fail. For example, unintended stable periodic orbits may emerge from the conflict of desired instabilities, which leads to the loss of transitivity among the orbits. Therefore we here consider binding UPO's according to a typical chaos-generating mechanism of stretching and folding. First, as a simplest example, we consider the onedimensional map (Fig. 1) for the y-coordinate of the nth crossing on the Poincaré section Σ = {x, y, z|(x = 0, y ≥ 0)}. While we have a wide freedom of choice of continuous-time trajectories leading to this map, we here adopt the systematically designed (explained below) bundle of orbits shown in Fig. 2 as a target chaotic attractor for the polynomial approximation. This target attractor embeds a single period-1 UPO corresponding to the fixed point of the map.
The procedure for constructing the target attractor in Fig. 2 is as follows: We first draw the set of orbits on the polar-coordinate rψ plane as shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure, the individual trajectories starting from (r, ψ) = (r 0 , 0
• ) is given by
(z = 0), and the stretching between neighboring trajectories takes place at the rate of twice per rotation. Next, in the region where r becomes greater than 1.0, we reassign the values of r and z as
giving the characteristic of one folding per rotation. Finally, transforming into the Cartesian coordinates, we obtain the target chaotic attractor shown in Fig. 2 . The obtained target attractor, precisely a target invariant set since we have not specified the attracting properties, is more gently constructed than many known attractors in the sense that stretching and folding do not take place in a particular region of the state space. The above strategy for embedding a single period-1 UPO can be extended to embed, or bind, several period-1 UPO's. For example, if we reorganize, or reduce, two rotations along the above target attractor into one rotation, we obtain the target chaotic attractor shown in Fig.  4 . From the corresponding one-dimensional map in Fig.  5 , we see that the attractor now embeds three period-1 UPO's whose continuous-time trajectories are shown in Fig. 6 . Now we will use this attractor as a template for designing a set of three coexisting period-1 UPO's.
ASSIGNING ATTRACTING PROPERTIES
While we intend to use UPO's instead of stable periodic orbits to enhance functionality of the embedded orbits, it is desirable that the chaotic invariant set that binds the UPO's should be an attractor rather than a chaotic saddle. Thus we assign attracting properties by setting appropriate velocity vectors in the vicinity of the target attractor.
This can be done in various ways, and we here propose a method that we consider to be relatively easy to control. In this method, we first place two planar sets of design points at z = ±d in the rψz space (see Fig. 7 ). At these design points, we set target vectors whose horizontal components reproduce the target vectors on the z = 0 plane, and vertical components define the degree of transverse stability of the target attractor (see Fig. 8 ). These three layers are then folded according to the procedure described in the preceding Section.
POLYNOMIAL REALIZATION OF THE VECTOR FIELDS ALONG THE TEMPLATES
Now we apply polynomial approximation to obtain a functional form for the vector field along the target chaotic attractor (chaos-generating template). shows the obtained chaotic attractor of the polynomial ( = 8) system constructed from the target attractor in Fig. 4 . Also shown in Fig. 10 is the corresponding (underlying) return map that represents y n+1 versus y n where each mapping starts from (0, y n , 0) and ends at (0, y n+1 , z n+1 ). The obtained map implies the existence of the intended three period-1 UPO's, which are confirmed by a numerical search and shown in Fig. 11 .
DEFORMING THE TEMPLATES
In order to utilize the UPO's for specific applications, we need to deform the UPO's embedded in the templates according to the desired dynamical patterns. This deformation can be performed either before or after the polynomial approximation depending on the overall implementation. In both cases, the deformation needs to be topology-preserving to guarantee the existence of an inverse deformation that is necessary for maintaining the chaotic dynamics and the feedback path.
As an example, we consider deforming the xy component of the UPO b in Fig. 11 into a circle x 2 + y 2 = (0.8)
2
. To this end, we construct an appropriate transformation A(r, ψ) that is piecewise linear for r, and apply this transformation to the whole target chaotic attractor. Figure 12 shows the deformed target attractor, and ( = 8) system. The UPO's in the template (the target attractor before deformation), in the deformed template, and in the constructed attractor are compared in Fig. 14, showing that the obtained UPO (blue) is in good agreement with the desired one (red).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have successfully embedded three period-1 orbits while keeping them unstable but confined in an attractor. While the instability of the orbits may permit better operational flexibility, the attractor provides some degree of robustness against fluctuations. In addition, the current approach can also be regarded as an attempt to bridge the topological classification of chaotic attractors (Tsankov and Gilmore, 2004) with the design of dynamical systems, and therefore, consideration on the choice of appropriate templates will be important for enhancing design flexibility.
